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MICHELLE STUHL & COMPANY PLACES MoMA’s
FIRST DIRECTOR OF DIGITAL CONTENT AND STRATEGY
Leading retained executive search firm secures Fiona Romeo, Head of
Design and Digital Media at Royal Museums Greenwich, London
NEW YORK, NY. – February, 2014 – Michelle Stuhl & Company, Inc., a global
retained executive search firm specializing in recruiting creative and business
executives, recently worked with the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) in New York to find
a new digital chief.
“MoMA was looking for a unique blend of skills in digital expertise, leadership of
multidisciplinary teams and product development and we found all that and more with
Fiona,” says Michelle Stuhl, founder and president.
Prior to coming to MoMA, Ms. Romeo was Head of Design and Digital Media at Royal
Museums Greenwich, London, She led significant programs and exhibitions for the
institution. Projects that she managed received international awards from Museums and
the Web, and D&AD (the Global Association for Creative Advertising and Design), Muse
(the American Association of Museums), and inclusion in the London Design Museum’s
2012 Designs of the Year exhibition.
About Michelle Stuhl & Company Since its inception in 1991, Michelle Stuhl &
Company, Inc. has developed a multidisciplinary executive search practice. The firm
recruits across a broad range of creative and business disciplines and industries.
It has conducted an extensive number of domestic and global searches and placed
senior level professionals in a variety of leadership roles at a number of Fortune 500
companies.
About MoMA The Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) is a place that fuels creativity, ignites
minds, and provides inspiration. With extraordinary exhibitions and the world's finest
collection of modern and contemporary art, MoMA is dedicated to the conversation
between the past and the present, the established and the experimental. Our mission is
helping you understand and enjoy the art of our time.
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